Commensal ocular bacteria degrade mucins
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Background/aims: Antimicrobial activity in tears prevents infection while maintaining a commensal bacterial population. The relation between mucin and commensal bacteria was assessed to determine whether commensals possess mucinolytic activity, how degradation depends on mucin integrity, and whether mucins affect bacterial replication.

Methods: Bacteria were sampled from healthy eyes and contact lenses from asymptomatic wearers. Intracellular mucins were extracted and purified from cadaver conjunctivae, and surface mucins from extended wear contact lenses. After exposure to bacteria, changes in mucin hydrodynamic volume (proteolytic cleavage) and subunit charge (oligosaccharide degradation) were assayed by size exclusion and ion exchange chromatography. The effect of mucin on bacterial replication was followed for up to 24 hours from the end of incubation with purified ocular mucins.

Results: Ocular bacteria decreased the hydrodynamic volume of intracellular and contact lens adherent mucins, irrespective of glycosylation density. A decrease in mucin sialylation was observed after exposure to commensal bacteria. Subunit charge distributions were generally shifted to lesser negative charge, consistent with loss of charged epitopes. Subunits with high negative charge, observed after digesting lightly adhering contact lens mucins with bacteria, suggest preferential cleavage sites in the mucin molecule. The presence of purified ocular mucin in the medium inhibited bacterial growth.

Conclusion: Bacteria in the healthy ocular surface possess mucinolytic activity on both intact and surface processed mucins, targeted to discrete sites in the mucin molecule. Inhibition of bacterial growth by ocular mucins can be seen as part of the mucosal control of microbiota.
side. A volume of 150 µl of supernatant was inoculated on blood agar. Hemi-lenses were impressed onto the same material. All cultures were kept at 35°C with 5% carbon dioxide and inspected after 1, 3, and 7 days when colonies were counted. Some isolates were subcultured in TSB and kept, cryoprotected, at −18°C.

**Mucins and mucinolytic activity**

Intracellular mucins were extracted from fragments of cultivated conjunctiva. Surface mucins were obtained from spoilt contact lenses worn by asymptomatic patients. Extraction was performed in 4M guanidinium chloride (GuHCl, Sigma, purified on active charcoal) with protease inhibitors. Contact lens adherent mucins were extracted in GuHCl as above, followed by two further extractions in fresh portions of GuHCl containing 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT, Sigma). DTT cleaves disulphide bonds and thus dissolves aggregates containing both polymeric mucins (which contain disulphide links) and membrane mucins non-covalently linked to the former.

Mucins were isolated on 4M GuHCl-caesium chloride (CsCl, Sigma) gradients to ensure separation from proteins and peptides (that band at the top of the gradient) and nucleic acids (banding at the bottom). Further purification was achieved by size exclusion chromatography on Sepharose CL2B (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden). The largest (V0) intracellular mucins within narrow buoyant density ranges (that is, 1.25–1.3 g/ml; 1.3–1.35, 1.35–1.4, and 1.4–1.5 g/ml) were used in this study. These fractions contain the purest mucins, and their large size optimizes detection of changes in hydrodynamic volume. Similar densities of glycosylation (that dictate banding density) were used to assess whether bacteria can degrade mucin oligosaccharides and whether their effect is related to the frequency of oligosaccharide chains on the mucin molecule. Before incubation with bacteria mucins were dialysed against three changes of sterile PBS to eliminate any salts that might interfere with bacterial growth or enzyme activity.

To establish whether incubation with mucins modifies bacterial growth, volumes of 150 µl mucins each were mixed with 50 µl bacteria (11–13 isolates from the ocular surface and 14–16 from contact lenses) and incubated for 5 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 4 hours, and 8 hours after which 10 µl of the mixture were diluted in 200 µl TSB. Bacterial proliferation, assessed as optical density at 450 nm, was evaluated for up to 1 week in culture. Most of the positive cultures, however, yielded a small number of colonies (Fig 1). After 1 day in culture, 1–10 colonies were observed in 34% of lens supernatants, 26% scraped lens deposits, and 23% of enzymatically removed deposits. After 7 days 23% of supernatants, 32% of scraped lens deposits, and 32% of enzymatically removed deposits still contained between one and 10 colonies. An almost equal number of colonies were obtained from the saline supernatant and scraping, fewer after enzymatic treatment (Fig 1). A control experiment established that bacterial growth was not affected by N-acetyl cysteine. There was no correlation between the number of colonies obtained by the different methods of sampling.

**Bacterial replication in the presence of mucins**

At the end of the exposure period, the density of bacteria incubated with mucins was similar to that of control cultures maintained in TSB, irrespective of mucin buoyant density (Fig 2, Fisher’s PLSD for each incubation, no statistically significant differences). No statistically significant differences could be detected between the mucin preparations tested (Fisher’s PLSD). The duration of incubation, however, affected bacterial growth after subculture in TSB: 5 minutes of incubation had
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**RESULTS**

**Bacterial yields**

Of the 21 impression cytology samples from volunteers, 25% were positive on day 2, with six or fewer colonies in all but one case. Half of the 75 contact lens supernatants were culture positive 24 hours after plating, three quarters after 1 week. A similar trend was observed for lens deposits dislodged by scraping: 48% were culture positive 24 hours after plating and 67% after 1 week. Treatment with N-acetyl cysteine, which dissolves aggregates by breaking disulphide bonds, released bacteria which grew after 1 day in 28% of lenses and after 1 week in 56% of cases. Half the scraped or NACys treated contact lenses directly impressed on agar were culture negative after 1 week. In 19 cultures, too many colonies to be counted were obtained from at least one method of sampling during 1 week of culture. Most of the positive cultures, however, yielded a small number of colonies (Fig 1). After 1 day in culture, 1–10 colonies were observed in 34% of lens supernatants, 26% scraped lens deposits, and 23% of enzymatically removed deposits. After 7 days 23% of supernatants, 32% of scraped lens deposits, and 32% of enzymatically removed deposits still contained between one and 10 colonies. An almost equal number of colonies were obtained from the saline supernatant and scraping, fewer after enzymatic treatment (Fig 1). A control experiment established that bacterial growth was not affected by N-acetyl cysteine. There was no correlation between the number of colonies obtained by the different methods of sampling.

**Bacterial replication in the presence of mucins**

At the end of the exposure period, the density of bacteria incubated with mucins was similar to that of control cultures maintained in TSB, irrespective of mucin buoyant density (Fig 2, Fisher’s PLSD for each incubation, no statistically significant differences). No statistically significant differences could be detected between the mucin preparations tested (Fisher’s PLSD). The duration of incubation, however, affected bacterial growth after subculture in TSB: 5 minutes of incubation had
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**Figure 1** Bacterial yields from lenses. The mean number of colonies (95% confidence interval) is shown for each sampling method after 1, 2, or 7 days in culture. Too many colonies to be counted (over 50) were obtained from at least one sampling mode in 26% of lenses. These are omitted from the graph. Taking into account all lenses, lens material did not have a significant effect on bacterial load (Mannova, p = 0.31).
no effect (ANOVA, differences between the six isolates tested p<0.001, but no effect of incubation with mucin). Thirty minutes of exposure to mucin containing medium had little if any effect (p=0.008 PLSD (after incubation, 24 hours), while 4 and 8 hour incubations inhibited growth after expansion in fresh TSB (Fig 2, significant differences, p<0.05% 4 and 24 hours after subculture in fresh TSB, Fisher’s PLSD). Some isolates were significantly inhibited even 24 hours after expansion.

**Mucinolytic activity**

Potential mucinolytic activity was assessed by incubating purified ocular mucins in PBS with bacteria subcultured from a single colony originating from the ocular surface or a contact lens. Size exclusion chromatography was used to assess the ability of ocular surface bacteria to cleave mucin peptide cores or oligosaccharides. Immunoreactivity patterns with antibody antiM1 to MUC5AC peptide core and TKH2 to the oligosaccharide epitope sialylTn were followed after a 16 hour incubation with bacteria at 35°C. In control samples, mucins incubated without protection from enzymatic degradation, a peak of reactivity with antiM1 and TKH2 was observed in the terminal volume, Vt, which represents small hydrodynamic volume molecules (Fig 3), whereas it had not been present in the original Vo mucins. After exposure to bacteria we detected a shift towards intermediate (Vi ≈ 4 x 10^6) and small (Vi ≈ 5 x 10^5 Da) hydrodynamic volumes in both antiM1 (Fig 3A) and TKH2 (Fig 3B) profiles. Some mucins remained, however, in the excluded fraction. AntiM1 positive but TKH2 negative molecules could be detected (Fig 3B) only after incubation with bacteria, and not in control samples. Contact lens isolates displayed more varied patterns, as illustrated in Figure 3C. Incubation with isolate R37, which contained coagulase negative *Staphylococcus* spp and *Pseudomonas* spp, resulted in a shift from Vo to a single peak of intermediate size, Vi, while the isolates R30, which contained *Bacillus* spp and coagulase negative *Staphylococcus* spp, and 21C (coagulase negative *Staphylococcus* spp) resulted in a diffuse profile of elution. The patterns in Figure 3 may underestimate proteolytic degradation, since some intracellular ocular mucins remain in the excluded volume after exhaustive reduction and alkylation.

Agarose electrophoresis confirmed the persistence of mucins equimobile with controls (Fig 4A, lanes 1–3) after incubation with isolate 21C (lanes 4–6). Higher mobility species were also observed—for example, after incubation with isolate 3A (Fig 4A, lanes 7–9). Bacterial homogenates had a different mobility from mucins (Fig 4A, lane 10). Electroblots
of polyacrylamide gels (Fig 4B) indicated the presence of a glycoprotein band between 66 and 46 kDa in all mucin/bacteria mixtures, which was not seen in control mucin samples (for example, lane 4). WGA positive material is evident in the wells at the top of the gel and in several bands within the stacking gel, confirming the presence of large mucins after bacterial digestion.

Alterations in mucin glycosylation following incubation with bacteria were also assessed by surveying the charge distributions of mucin subunits. To optimise the detection of bacterial action, mucins with mature glycosylation (1.35–1.4 g/ml buoyant density) were chosen. Reduction and alkylation was performed after incubation with bacteria. In general, subunits with low negative charge were more evident after incubation with bacteria, as shown in Figure 5 for contact lens adherent mucins. Concomitant with the shift to lower charge, soluble contact lens mucins contained a subpopulation of high negative charge not present in the control mucins incubated without bacteria (Fig 5A). First extraction control mucins (M1, grey) and M1 after incubation with isolates R30 (solid symbols) and R37 (open symbols). (B) Second extraction control mucins (M2, grey circles) and M2 after incubation with isolate P30. (C) Third extraction control mucins (M3, grey circles) and M3 after incubation with isolates P30 (grey circles) and R30 (open diamonds).

DISCUSSION
The ocular surface has a number of mechanisms that diminish the bacterial load, among them antimicrobial peptides and blinking. In other mucosae there are complex interactions between bacteria and mucin, not least in that commensal flora participate in mucin turnover. To assess the likelihood of bacteria fulfilling a similar role in the eye, we harvested bacteria from healthy ocular surfaces and assessed their ability to grow on and to modify human ocular mucins.

Though the whole thickness of the precorneal mucus down to superficial cells adhere to impression cytology filters, the bacterial yield was similar to that obtained through other harvesting methods.12 This suggests that aerobic bacteria either do not penetrate into the mucus gel or lose the ability to grow in culture once trapped in the precorneal fluid. The inhibition of bacterial growth after incubation with mucin and the “releasing” effect of NAcCys, are consistent with the latter hypothesis.

Though culture negativity is common, some eyes support a bacterial flora without detriment to their health, as also shown in this study. A stringent sampling method increased the proportion of culture positive lenses, in agreement with
earlier results of uneventful contact lens wear. A connection between tear film elements and bacterial adhesion is suggested by the growth of additional colonies after mechanical or enzymatic treatment. Rubbing during lens cleaning is advised by most manufacturers. Addition of NACys to cleaning solutions might also decrease bacterial loads on contact lenses.

Mucinolytic activity included both proteolysis and glycosylation. Hydrodynamic volumes were decreased (Fig 3). Fragmentation patterns differed among bacterial isolates (Figs 4 and 5) but appeared insensitive to the degree of glycosylation of the mucins (buoyant density) or to changes in their structure as a result of residence in the tear film and adhesion to lenses. The instability of purified control mucin molecules is suggestive of the physiological role of mucin aggregation with small peptides. The latter would have been dissociated during mucin purification. It might be of interest to mention the paradoxical effect of isolate R37, which was identified as Pseudomonas spp. Its effect on the mucins was slight, perhaps because it also created a microenvironment which inhibited other bacterial enzymes. Loss of sialylTn epitopes (Fig 3C), and the decrease in the net molecular charge (Fig 5), suggest sialidase and sulfatase activity in commensal bacteria. Intracellular MUC5AC glycoforms with highest negative charge are sulphated, while intermediate negative charge is conferred by sialic acids. The high negative charge forms could be enriched by the resistance to bacterial enzymes that is conferred by dense glycosylation and sulphation.

Mucin entrapping of bacteria, highlighted by the need for mechanical and enzymatic treatment to release adhering organisms, is complemented by an inhibition of bacterial multiplication that is exerted by both intact and degraded mucins. On the other hand, a reduction in molecular charge is likely to enhance self association of mucins resulting in their clearance from the ocular surface.
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